1971 pontiac t-37

Rarely do you find a low production Pontiac T with a slim chance of finding another one like it.
Up for auction is a stunning Pontiac T that has undergone a complete frame-up restoration. The
car was born in California and spent most of its life on the west coast, always garaged and
never any rust. It has all of its original GM sheet metal panels etc. It has the dependable cu. The
following is a partial list of what's been done to this magnificent machine:. The car runs and
drives beautifully. Photos cannot capture the true beauty of this classic Pontiac. The floor pans,
frame rails, and trunk are in excellent condition. All of the pot metal, bumpers, moldings etc. In
my opinion, this is an unbelievable find. I would not hesitate to drive it anywhere. It has a clear
title and plenty of documentation including:. If you've been waiting for a one-of-a-kind Pontiac
to come along then don't let this one get away; Should you have any questions, please call. The
following is a partial list of what's been done to this magnificent machine: Original engine was
rebuilt to factory specs. Rebuilt turbo trans. Rear axle was inspected and serviced. New
aluminum radiator. New motor mounts and trans. New belts. Rebuilt carburetor. New Delco
ignition cable set. New heater hoses. New windshield washer pump. New fuel and water pump.
New power steering box and pressure hoses. New battery. New interior including new dash pad.
New complete 'Infinity' car stereo system with speakers. New control arm bushings. New front
sway bar link kit. New sway bar frame bushings. All new springs and shocks. Front end
alignment. Balanced drive shaft with new U joints. New Flow master exhaust system. New Delco
fuel level sender. All New Weather-stripping. Has a Great Stereo The car runs and drives
beautifully. It has a clear title and plenty of documentation including: Build sheet. Owner's
manual. PHS documents, including window sticker. Service and restoration receipts. Q: Greg I
would like to add a car to your list of the top 10 muscle cars from the decade. It had a H. As you
may know the T37 was a stripped Lemans including a cloth bench seat with rubber floor mats. It
was a pretty plain car except for the Rally wheels. Maybe you have some additional information
on this car, production numbers etc. A: Bill thanks for your letter and mention of perhaps the
most forgotten muscle car of all-time. And yes, I forgot about the T37 as it is indeed worthy of a
Top callout! Your T37 was based on the lightweight Lemans style chassis and believe it or not, I
came across one at a car show in Waverly, N. The vehicle I saw at the car show is not a percent
original GT Although powered by a correct Ram Air engine, it is a convertible. Even though no
GT37 convertibles were ever built, it will be a sweet car when finished. Interesting about the rare
T37 is, as you mention, how stripped down they came from the factory. You mention your car
had the M22 Muncie 4-speed, a sure giveaway that your T37 had some serious muscle under the
hood. The T37 arrived mid-year just as the muscle car revolution was slowing down, mostly due
to very high muscle car insurance premiums. If you wanted a GTO, the insurance was sky high
for youngsters, so Pontiac used the Tempest model with T37 identification to fall under Pontiac
Tempest insurance rates, which were much lower than a GTO. As for nomenclature, T stood for
Tempest and 37 was the Pontiac internal code for any and all hardtop coupes across the line.
Other V8s were available, but the Ram Air was the hot ticket. It was for sprucing up only, and
did not include any performance engines. Then in , things changed. The Tempest was no longer
available, so Pontiac used its identical inch Lemans chassis for the T37 models and its lower
insurance premiums. Further, anything that added weight to the models was eliminated, saving
over pounds in the two-door performance models. A four-door T37 was also available, but its
wheelbase was four inches longer and not suited for muscle car enthusiast. Overall T37
production came in at near 36,, of which 5, were V8s. But of the V8s, only 54 had the H. Not a
typoâ€¦just 54 of them. In summary, few high performance T37s remain so if you see one at a
car show, you are viewing a very rare muscle car. He welcomes reader questions or comments
on collector cars, auto nostalgia and old-time motorsports at Roosevelt St. Digital access or
digital and print delivery. Well, sort of. Hope this all helps Bill and thanks much for reading my
columns. Site Archive. My Cameo White '71 H. T was ordered by Mr. Warren Young of Holiday,
Florida, specifically to drag race. I am the third owner of the car, and purchased it in January
from the second owner, who was only able to provide me with the Protect-O-Plate. I was lucky
that most of the ultra-rare original drivetrain was still intact, minus the air cleaner, distributor,
and original PQ-code transmission. Being the "dead-nuts-on" fanatic that I am, I quickly tracked
down and replaced the missing components. The T has a mere 14, miles on the clock mostly a
quarter-mile at a time , but was severely weather-beaten when I purchased it, so a restoration
began almost as soon as I brought it home. When I dismantled the interior, I removed the
passenger-side door panel and discovered the original buildsheet taped to the back of it-in mint
condition! As a result, I performed an accurate restoration, as I knew all the proper mechanical
components, paint codes, and so on, which were included in that extremely important
document. The underside of the T was pristine, with its original gray primer still intact, so I saw
no reason to pull the car off the frame. Its blasted shell and sheetmetal were sent to the body
shop, while the engine was sent to be assembled soon afterward. Petersburg for machining.

The Sandalwood code seats and headliner were completely redone from scratch with N. The
original door panels were mint fortunately , and so was the rubber floor mat. Yes, it has a rubber
floor mat-no carpet! A very unique item on my car is the hood tachometer. To date, my good
friend Dan Jensen has only documented two Tempests with factory hood tachs. Dan has also
documented that my car is 1 of only 15 hardtop Ts produced with a factory-ordered H. The car's
original code XVK bolt posi rear was still intact, but it had 4. It was sent out and rebuilt, and the
3. I uncovered and documented the original yellow and green inspection splotches on top of the
pumpkin as I pressure-washed the rearend, so I duplicated them as close as possible before I
reinstalled the rear. I installed the correct inch-shell-length Walker Dynomax Super Turbos and
a fresh aluminized exhaust. Back in January , I drove the car to the original owner, Mr. Young,
for him to see. He was taken aback by how original and correct it had been restored, and gave
me his approval. But the best part of my visit to his house was the vintage photo that he
supplied me of my car back in at our local dragstrip-pulling the front wheels at the starting line!
Included in this restoration were all N. I added a power trunk, trunk lamp, a rare ''72 N. All of the
original racing components were removed and stored for authentication, such as the rear
coilspring airbags, driveshaft loop, and Hurst Line-Loc, to name a few. My thanks to Mr. T Dan
Jensen for providing me the valuable information I needed on this restoration and supertuning
my T. His work paid off as it ripped off a My dream is to show my T at Amelia Island due to its
rarity and rich racing history. My Pontiac and Me spotlights reader experiences with their own
Pontiacs in their own words. To be considered for publication, submit several high-quality color
photos if digital, each photo must be larger than 1 megabyte in JPG format-no other formats,
please , your own Pontiac story typed, approximately words , your name, address, and
telephone number to:. A contract release and W-9 with your social security number will be
required. Close Ad. Kevin Guido writer. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. DeLorean, Pontiac
rose from being on the endangered species list as a maker of cars for old men to the hottest
Division at GM. Then began what could be described as a forty-year-long descent that
concluded with the termination of Pontiac. Was this car the sign of everything to come? The
original Pontiac Tempest was covered with the fingerprints of all three of these successive and
successful Pontiac execs. The Team at Pontiac began its cut-and-paste job with a body,
systems and components sourced from all across GM, with some inventive additions of its own.
The version of the car begat, of course, legendary GTO. Everyone in America understood this
hierarchy, and it sold a lot of cars. And we all remember his successor, right? How about F.
James McDonald? McDonald would have a short tenure at Pontiac, arriving in , then moving to
follow DeLorean yet again at Chevrolet in October of When I was a kid, there would always be
several magazines that would hit the newsstands in early summer, in which new cars for the
coming model year would be previewed. Often illustrated with nothing but line drawings, these
mags would hit the highlights of everything that we would need to know to be informed about
the new cars that would soon be flooding our neighborhoods. I still vividly recall being informed
in that for , Pontiac would introduce the new T But then came the model year. Bordner next door
bought to replace her model. I wondered if it was one of those things that got cancelled before
production, or even maybe shortly into the model year. It turns out that the T was not the
unicorn that I expected it to be, as Pontiac built around 45, of them. But it would be gone after
the model, with the bottom of the A body pyramid now being supported by the LeMans. This
one at least got upgraded to an automatic transmission and Morrokide vinyl upholstery. The GT
would have been a really rare find, with production never getting out of the mid four figure
range in either year. My research also explained the basis for the name. So, there you have it
â€” pure sales magic. More incredibly, Pontiac seems to have invested approximately nine
minutes in educating the general public on the new car. So, alas â€” all I found here was a
low-end Tempest under an alias. Confused yet? You are in good company. That this
minimalistic approach to naming a car was a failure was soon evident even to Mr. McDonald, as
the version of the car became simply the LeMans. We will leave the nonsequitur of Luxury
LeMans for another time. Was this a tremendous blunder? But people do care about things like
image, consistency and name recognition. Tempest may not have been the greatest model
name in , but at least everyone knew what it was and where it stood in the lineup. Pontiac would
make more moves like this, lurching between success and failure over the next thirty five-plus
years. Which is a shame, because many of these unfortunately named cars deserved better.
This one certainly did. There is something fascinating about the 1 or 2 year dead end names like
this. I have a T In great shape and I am thinking of selling it. It has a turbo in it now and a Ac,
new tires, breaks, great interior, new exhaust. Everything works great. Just have too many
projects and this one is pretty much complete. I can be reached at emlconsulting hotmail. About
a week ago, I saw a T37 for sale locally on Craigslist. Very low mile, all original, 6 cylinder. Had
never even heard of it before then, had to research. Spooky CC effectâ€¦. In high school,

classmate got a GT in Here today, gone tomorrow. Nowadays, the T name almost seems normal.
Not really, the Can Am was a limited edition model, not meant to be a big seller. Less the were
sold. Safari lasted quite a long time for Pontiac wagons, and then was used by GMC for their
minivan, lasting awhile. But, the Bonneville name lasted from [? T37 is a new one to me thanks. I
think that if I had come upon this, I would have wondered if it were Canadian or something and
was lost south of the border. It was red with reflective stripes, and buckets with no console.
Pretty cool car for high school. It would have been interesting to see how things would have
turned out had he stayed at GM. It could had bring a better 2nd life for that nameplate instead of
being a Corsica clone for a Canada-only model. Mercury was more wiser to revive the Comet
name in after a year off for their Maverick version. An excellent thought that failed to cross my
mind. The X body compact would have made a perfect Tempest. I was under the impression that
this series was actually part of the LeMans line i. Around this time, other GM divisions were also
phasing out what had originally been the lowest trim level of their A-body lines. Not a common
sight in general, but especially unexpected in Massachusetts in December. GTO became an
option package in For the first time in a few years, was offered on the B-post base coupe
LeMans, called T before. This may have had to do with high insurance rates on GTOs. The T
buyers could option out a GTO equivalent, but insure it more cheaply, and quietly drive it to
work daily without calling itself out for attention from cops, thieves, or wannabe racers. I seem
to remember when the GT came out, it was an answer to the rising insurance rates and
competition for the Plymouth RoadRunner. The Heavy Chevy enjoys a pretty good sales value
these days when you can find them. And usually a vinyl interior. Essentially the low end
Chevelle 2 door hardtop with tape stripes. Seem to recall seeing some with rubber floor matting
in lieu of carpeting. Not a bad idea when you think about it; in these days, getting insurance was
tough for a young man starting out. The end of the muscle car era was coming to the end,
thanks to low compression engines coming out in anticipation of going to unleaded gas, but
especially for the insurance industry going out of their way to legislate these cars out of
business simply by making the premiums to insure them prohibitive. I like them all, the Olds,
Pontiac and Chevy. The subject car here today is begging to be cloned into a GT37, with the
Judge eyebrow side striping. A nice look. I was given a free T in White, dog dish hubcaps,
automatic, cloth seats, and little else. The engine ran very poorlyâ€¦. I think I saw one or two of
these-one of my college instructors drove one. They advertised it a lot in , but I do not recall
ever seeing one ever. But as was characteristic of that era, you could, as noted above, option
out your stripper special with the most powerful V-8s available if you so desire, and hopefully
avoid the surcharges â€” if not outright cancellation â€” one now risked if buying a GTO Judge
or SS Pontiac more than tipped its hand in that regard with the GT Bottom line: for many, varied
reasons, the optimism that characterized much of the WWII era thru the sixties was, by the time
of the Altamont concert disaster in December , dead in the water. There was a recession-driven
revival of stripped models midway through the model year. At the beginning of the year, the
Malibu was the base Chevelle trim, but decontented base Chevelle models were added later. I
remember seeing a number of these always owned by poor sailors or soldiers. I confess that I
never had a grasp of what or why. T is just a label that I remember. The one that sticks in my
memory the most had a pretty hot version of the OHC six. I always thought that engine should
have been adopted by the rest of GM and developed. Over time they went with the instead and it
too was a winner. I really liked the I had in my Nova but the Pontiac engine was better
everywhere but head durability or so I hear. But you are spot on correct, Chas:. The series ran
in It had a very lyrically challenged theme song. I remember it consisting of the word Supercar
sung over and over. Sort of like the Batman TV theme. I agree with your characterization of the
times. Adding in the recession, auto insurance rates, environmental and safety regulations, and
a return to less aspirational goals in general, helps to make some sense of the T Great article,
JPC. I never knew there was a GT â€” would look interesting in the garage. I toured the plant in
the late s. It was interesting to see the original sections of the plant versus the subsequent
expansions. There was a still a sand casting press there from the s and it was still in use.
Related to the article it seems that nomenclature nincompoopery goes back much further than
we thought. My Uncle Bob worked at Defiance from the s up to about or so, when he transferred
to Saginaw. I recall getting a tour as a kid and watching a punch-card sorter work. Maternal
grandfather worked there from the mid 50s till his death in the late 70s, but religiously drove
Fords. He was the third owner of my Mustang. When we toured the plant our grizzled old tour
guide pointed to where cast iron suspension A arms were being cast. I have worked at the
Defiance, OH casting plant for the past 25 years. Not much iron is poured here any more.
Aluminum seems to be our immediate future. Great point about being on the Soviet first-strike
list. A lot of cows and not much else would have been harmed if that had happened. The story
goes that Cupola 4 was designed and installed to test new rocket propulsion ideas for the

Apollo missions. Not many of the old guys are still around who stood WAY back when they lit
that thing for the first time but you can find some of them. Great article. I have to admit that this
article exposes my own ignorance, I never realized that the Tempest lived until I thought it died
off in I guess the Tempest nameplate suffered the same level forgotteness Is this a word? I have
never seen a Electra in the metal. I am curious how many Tempests were sold in Just over ,
Tempests from , and 45, Ts in I was having trouble finding a decent source for production
figures. Thanks, I will amend the article. Unfortunately, from through , Pontiac created cars with
the ugliest looking faces of anything made by General Motors. All named by committee; and
such committees seldom have any imagination, instead cobbling together something from this
one, and something else from that one, to make up the new names. But it still sold well, so,
evidently, they got with the program with the G T but just a bit late. The way they did it was
actually rather strange, in comparison. For all intents and purposes, it looked like any other,
run-of-the-mill LeMans, just with pillars. Ironically, Chevrolet had already tried this route in with
the SS package when it was ordered on the lowest line Chevelle, the pillared coupe. Very few
were sold and it only lasted one year. I guess Pontiac figured they could do better. Fooled me. I
never realized that the Tempest name was dropped. F was a military jet, and Special was a
Buick model dating back a few decades. Skylark and Cutlass names came later, as with LeMans.
Each division had three basic trim levels. At each of the BOP divisions, the top trim level
LeMans, Cutlass, Skylark eventually became a separate model, absorbing the middle trim level
somewhere along the line, leaving only the lowest trim level carrying the original model name
Tempest, F, Special. In all three cases, the lowest trim level was later dropped, taking the
original model name with it except for Pontiac, where the Tempest name disappeared one year
before the trim level did. Chevrolet proceeded a bit differently. What had originally been the
base trim level Chevelle was already gone by then. I think I recall seeing that name while looking
through the Pontiac brochures on the website, oldcarbrochures. The first Cutlass model was
mid model year, May Which put Pontiac in a position of not being able to promote it well
enough. Maybe this is where most of the production went and so few sold down south. The GT
definitely falls into the lower-cost, insurance-beater class of bargain muscle cars, but if I
understand it right, the T was simply a rename for the previous base Tempest models. The
fender lines on this look likes something the Virgil Exner would have made for Ma-Mopar in In ,
the base engine for the Electra Limited was the 3. Then there was the Electra with the available
3. The Electra and designations were gone by as the Diesel engine was dropped and the 3. I
know people who had both the Electra and the Electra from If you look at the model numbers,
you can see that the lower models kept their model numbers but changed names. Two years
later, there was a base Skylark which replaced the Special Deluxe from , the Skylark which
replaced the base Skylark and the Skylark Custom. For , the Skylark model was dropped and the
name was revived shortly on the base model Century: Century , Century and GS versions of
both , Century Luxus and Regal. I guess I had too much coffee on that Christmas night! Another
Buick example for this is the new-for LeSabre Custom model So in that case, the lesser name
moved to an upper series model! On a Pontiac site, the GT has a cult following, almost as
strong as the Judge. Did a double take on F. James McDonald. Guess it was the Irish heritage.
Thought it was sportscaster Ken Coleman or his son Casey. Ken did Red Sox games when I was
a teenager. That one was new to me. I last saw one of these for sale on Craigslist earlier this
year. Still any A body coupe was pretty nice. They still are. They are only a restification away
from being a GTO. Younger readers would be amazed at how dealers would order a couple of
real strippers so that they could advertise them at bargain basement prices. There were usually
several different levels of upgraded interior and trim packages. Now, I confess that I too have
developed a soft spot for these stripper survivors. The sales method you describe is still alive
and well. Exactly, this tactic is alive and well. Kia is a good example of thatâ€”try to find a Forte
LX. Chrysler was probably the most prolific at this, but they all did it. That car with a white door
looks like a regular LeMans to me. I like the lines. Of course, the LeMans was a slightly altered
Chevelle. So was the Buick Skylark and Olds Cutlass. Overall it was a nice body style. Another 2
door coupe. Road Runner a PL22???? Uh no. I wish I still had it. The price of even a base Malibu
2 door is now in the stratosphere. In addition to the T which was a rebadged Chevette , they had
the J which was a rebadged Cavalier. They could have reserved the B for when they returned
the full sized B body car, the Parisienne. Then they could have added the LE, and SE suffixes as
appropriate. Instead of Brougham they could have used BE. I could have been driving a GSBE!!
Many would compromise and opt for a Bel-Air or Biscayne and equip it with air conditioning
along with what other options the manufacturer specified must be present to have this feature.
Sometimes, instead of a full-size car, buyers wanting air conditioning would go for one of the
intermediate sizes. The money saved made it possible, or at least did away with the feeling of
being extravagant. This was 40 years ago! The car clearly had the T identifiers on the front

fenders, but I never gave that a second thought. Thanks for the refresher! I would have guessed
wrongâ€¦. My mother bought a Tempest T in September I was nine at the time and was at the
dealer with her. It was her daily driver for years and I finally inherited it when she passed away. I
sold it around It was a great, dependable car that served us well for many years. My dad bought
my mother a brand new 71 T 4 door sedan. I remember having to explain to my friends that it
was not a Tempest, it was a T and they would just look at me like soâ€¦â€¦â€¦. I bought a new
T37 that was left over on the dealer lot in Mine was a 2 door post, 6 cyl automatic with bench
seat. I owned this exact car. It was bought by me in Evansville IN and was a numbers matching
â€” 2 barrels car with a 2 speed powerglide transmission. It was originally castillian bronze with
steel wheels. I should point out that in the ribbing of these cars, you should have mentioned
how incredibly strong performing the rare h. How this car weighed almost lbs less than my 72
LeMans. I also owned one of the ultra are The h. T is one of the quickest cars Pontiac ever
made. You can blame that on the elimination of the Pontiac V8 years later, This particular T has
been restored and currently resides in Ohio. Some alphanumeric combos have attained
legendary status. Model names can have long legs, the Mustang has been used from to , 55
years so far, of continuous production. When I was in high school, our city police fleet was
entirely early 80s white Malibus with these exact wheels. The T should have been presented as a
GTO as well, not as a separate model. Did any brand have as much model-naming-confusion or
identity confusion as Pontiac? Was that for the Canadian market or the American market try ? J,
, Sunbird? What about the Executive? Then towards the end, back to G5, G6, G7, G8-what does
that tell you about a car?? I do think Pontiac had some great model namesâ€¦. What buyers
were confronted with regarding Pontiac, was replicated at other makes as well. Your email
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the. Car Specs Homepage. Search automobile-catalog: this database is huge, use the search
field below to find here data you are looking for:. GT Coupe GT Hardtop Coupe T 4-Door Sedan
T Coupe T Hardtop Coupe Under the Copyright, Designs and Patents Act , the content,
organization, graphics, design, compilation, magnetic translation, digital conversion and other
matters related to the automobile-catalog. The automobile-catalog. The commercial copying,
redistribution, use or publication by you of any such matters or any part of this site is strictly
prohibited. You do not acquire ownership rights to any content, document or other materials
viewed through the site. Reproduction of part or all of the contents of this web-site in any form
is prohibited and may not be recopied and shared with a third party. Except as expressly
authorized by automobile-catalog. Violations of copyright will be prosecuted under the fullest
extent of the law. The full Terms and Conditions of using this website and database can be
found here. Chronological Pontiac timeline catalogue. Catalogue of Pontiac models. Buick
China. Cadillac China. Chevrolet Argentina. Chevrolet Brazil. Chevrolet Europe. Chevrolet South
Africa. Chevrolet USA. Other Pontiac models:. Pontiac Pontiac Astre Pontiac Aztek Pontiac
Banshee Concept Pontiac Bonneville 07gen Pontiac Bonneville 08gen Pontiac Bonneville 09gen
Bonneville G Pontiac Bonneville 10gen Pontiac Bonneville 11gen Pontiac Bonneville 12gen
Pontiac Bonneville Special Concept Pontiac Catalina 5gen Pontiac Catalina 6gen Pontiac Club

de Mer Concept Pontiac Fiero Pontiac Firebird 1gen Pontiac Firebird 2gen Pontiac Firebird 3gen
Pontiac Firebird 4gen Pontiac Full-Size 1gen Pontiac Full-Size 2gen Pontiac Full-Size 3gen
Pontiac Full-Size 4gen Pontiac Full-Size 5gen Pontiac Full-Size 6gen Pontiac Full-Size 7gen
Pontiac Full-Size 8gen Pontiac Full-Size 9gen Pontiac G5 Pontiac G6 Pontiac G8 Pontiac Grand
Am 1gen Pontiac Grand Am 2gen Pontiac Grand Am 3gen Pontiac Grand Am 4gen Pontiac
Grand Am 5gen Pontiac Grand Prix 1gen Pontiac Grand Prix 2gen Pontiac Grand Prix 3gen
Pontiac Grand Prix 4gen Pontiac Grand Prix 5gen Pontiac Grand Prix 6gen Pontiac Grand Prix
7gen Pontiac Grand Prix 8gen Pontiac Grand Safari 1gen Pontiac Grand Safari 2gen Pontiac
Grand Ville Pontiac GTO 4gen Ventura Pontiac GTO 5gen Pontiac Le Mans 1gen Tempest
Pontiac Le Mans 2gen Tempest Pontiac Le Mans 3gen Pontiac Le Mans 4gen Pontiac Le Mans
5gen Pontiac Le Mans 6gen import Pontiac Montana 1gen Pontiac Montana SV6 Pontiac
Montana Thunder Concept Pontiac Parisienne 5gen Pontiac Parisienne Concept Pontiac
Phoenix 1gen Pontiac Phoenix 2gen Pontiac Protosport 4 Concept Pontiac Rageous Concept
Pontiac Safari Pontiac Salsa Concept Pontiac Solstice Pontiac Stinger Concept Pontiac Strato
Streak Concept Pontiac Sunbird 1gen Pontiac Sunbird 2gen Pontiac Sunbird 3gen Pontiac
Sunfire Pontiac Sunfire Concept Pontiac Sunfire Speedster Concept Pontiac Tempest 1gen
Pontiac Tempest 2gen Pontiac Tempest 3gen Pontiac Torrent Pontiac Trans Sport 1gen Pontiac
Trans Sport 2gen Pontiac Trans Sport Concept Pontiac Ventura 1gen Ventura II Pontiac Ventura
2gen Pontiac Vibe 1gen Pontiac Vibe 2gen Other body shapes and variants of this base model:.
The following versions and sub-models of Pontiac T Coupe were available in For the table with
this car full photo gallery and complete technical specifications including final drive and gear
ratios, powertrain description, inside and outside dimensions etc. Other detailed data for this
car:. Analogous models manufactured in the same time period:. All years same class and body
style Pontiac cars:. Cars Catalogue Homepage - Automobile-Catalog. Pontiac official website.
The idea behind Automobile-Catalog. Visit us on Facebook! ISBN automobile-catalog. Some
product and company names mentioned on this site may be trademarks of their respective
owners. Related makes:. Images are general in nature and may not reflect the specific vehicle
selected. The GM A-bodied cars grew and got heavier too from Nobody at Pontiac apparently
realized the potential of having a near-GTO performance wagon for families. Pontiac certainly
covered all the other bases for performance in this era of straight line speed, though. Speed
was king, and Pontiac was often on the top of the hill knocking off all comers
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. By , a cubic inch with hp was optional, and the GTO was once again demoted to option status.
Emissions equipment and lowered compression ratios started to take a toll on the engine power
of all manufacturers, and insurance companies looking at huge losses incurred by youthful
drivers in nearly hp cars started to claw back losses by penalizing those most likely to have
accidents with onerous rate increases. By , the huge Pontiac V-8 could produce no more than
hp and the muscle car era was all but dead. For all Hagerty Insurance clients: The values shown
do not imply coverage in this amount. In the event of a claim, the guaranteed value s on your
policy declarations page is the amount your vehicle s is covered for, even if the value displayed
here is different. If you would like to discuss your Hagerty Insurance policy, please call us at
Get a Quote. Model Overview Images are general in nature and may not reflect the specific
vehicle selected. Length: Wheel Base: in. Number Produced 7,

